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Linear Representations of Posets, their Cohomology and a 
Bilinear Form 
SERGEY YUZVINSKY 
§ 1 
The subject matter of this paper relates to two fields of mathematical research. The 
statement of the main problem comes from the representation theory of algebras, quivers 
and partially ordered sets (po sets) (see [3, 4, 6, 10, 11, 15]). The study of this problem 
is a development of the homology theory and the combinatorial analysis of posets 
[1,2, 12]. Departing from the terminology of [2, 10], we call (linear) representation of a 
poset a representation of its diagram with relations of transitivity, cf. [4,15]. These 
representations of a po set P form an abelian category which is equivalent to the category 
of all finitely generated modules over the incidence algebra AI(P) of P. In contrast to 
the representation theory of quivers (without relations) the algebra AI(P) is not, generally 
speaking, hereditary. Thus, unlike [3,5,6] one cannot use the Coxeter functor for 
investigation of the modules. (For the general theory of the Coxeter functor of hereditary 
algebras see [11].) 
With each poset we associate a bilinear form which seems to me more natural than 
Brenner's form [4]. This form can be defined by means of either the functor Ext or the 
Mobius function. As a result, we obtain a connection between the cohomology and the 
Mobius function of a poset generalizing formulas of G.-C. Rota [12] and K. Baclawski 
[2]. Our main result (Theorem 6) is a generalization of Gabriel's [6] and Drozd's [5] 
theorems: a poset is of finite type if and only if its form is copositive. * To prove this we 
use a description of posets of infinite type, given by M. Loupias in [15], and the theory 
of primitive posets, defined and studied in Sections 4 and 5. The primitive posets seem 
to be of independent interest because they have natural definitions in representation, 
cohomology and combinatorial terms. In particular, the incidence algebra of any primitive 
poset has the co homological dimension at most two. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the basic category and 
co homological objects we will use. Section 3 contains two definitions of the bilinear form 
(/Jp and a proof of their equivalence. In Sections 4 and 5, we introduce primitive po sets 
and study their properties. The main property is given in Corollary 3. In Section 6, we 
recall Loupias's description of posets of infinite type and study the forms of these posets. 
At the end of this section, we prove the main theorem. 
I would like to thank A. Vershik and S. Kerov who have called my attention to this 
subject. 
§2 
Let P be a finite partially ordered set (poset). A linear representation A of P is a system 
of real finite dimensional vector spaces Ax, x E P, and linear mappings Pxy (A) : Ax ~ A y, 
x < YEP, such that for any x < Y < z 
(1) 
* After this paper was prepared for publication, the author learned that Sh. Brenner and M. C. R. Butler 
had proved Theorem 6 by other methods. Their proof should appear in Proceedings of the Second International 
Conference on Representations of Algebras. 
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(We use here the adjective "linear" to distinguish these representations from representa-
tions of posets into the lattice of subspaces of a vector space studied by Nazarova and 
Roiter [10]. In the sequel, we will often omit this adjective.) 
If r is the Hasse diagram of P, then a linear representation of P can be considered 
as a representation of the quiver r with relations (1) (see [4,6]). On the other hand, 
from the categorical point of view a linear representation of P is a commutative diagram 
with values in the category of real finite dimensional vector spaces. The vector meA) = 
{mAA)}XEP, where mxCA) is the dimension of Ax, is called the dimension vector of A. 
A morphism cp from representation A to representation B of P is a family of linear 
mappings CPx : Ax -+ Bx (x E P) such that for any x < y the diagram 
'Px 
Ax - Bx 
is commutative. All representations of P with their morphisms form an abelian category 
~p with direct sums. Traditionally, the main problem of the theory is to describe all 
posets P such that ~P has only a finite set of mutually inequivalent indecomposable 
objects. These posets will be called the posets of finite type. 
Let us note that ~p is equivalent to the categories of all finitely generated (left) modules 
over the incidence algebra of P and all real finite dimensional sheaves on the topological 
space P whose set coincides with P and open subsets are all increasing subsets of P. 
We will identify these categories. In particular, we will call a linear representation A of 
P trivial if it is trivial as a sheaf which means that Ax = IR, x E P, and PXY = idn, x < YEP. 
Treating two linear representations A and B of P as modules we can consider the linear 
spaces Exe(A, B), i = 0,1,2, .... It is convenient for our purposes to use the definition 
of Exe by means of the injective resolution [8] and we will sometimes apply the 
construction of the canonical injective resolution of a sheaf [7]. It is useful to notice that 
when A is trivial 
i = 0,1,2, ... 
and if A and B are trivial then 
i = 0,1,2, .... 
Here, Hi(P; B) is the cohomology of P with the coefficients in the sheaf B (cf. [2]) and 
Hi(P; IR) is the cohomology with real coefficients of the simplicial complex Ipi associated 
to P (see [9]). 
§3 
Let us consider for a fixed po set P the integral valued function 
<Pp(A, B) = L (_1)i dimlR Exe(A, B), 
i~O 
where A, B are representations of P. It can be uniquely extended to a bilinear form on 
the Grothendieck group K(P) (see [1]). We will show now that the form <Pp can be 
defined by the Mobius function /-tp of P. 
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THEOREM 1. For any linear representation A, B of P 
cPp(A, B) = I ~p(x, y)mAA)my(B). (2) 
x.yeP 
PROOF. Since both sides of (2) are additive on the group K(P) it suffices to prove 
(2) only for the natural generators of K(P) i.e. for those linear representations whose 
dimensional vectors are indicators of points. Let us fix two points x, YEP, for any z E P 
denote by ez the linear representation such that mz(ez ) = 1, m.,(ez) = 0, U;C z, and put 
X(x, y) = cP(ex , e y). If 
is the canonical injective resolution of ey then X(x, y) is the Euler characteristic of the 
complex 
It is clear that, for any object C, Hom(ex, C) = nx<u Ker PX.,(C). Let us put 
dim nu<z Ker PuARi) = ai(u) and Di = Ri/Im d i, i = 0, 1,2, .... Then by the definition 
of the canonical resolution, R~+l = EBv;;.z D~ and ai+l(u) = dim D~ = dim R~ -dim 
D~-l = Iv .. u dim D~-l - dim D~-l = Lv>u ai(v), ao(u) = 0, u ;c y, ao(u) = 1, u = y. It fol-
lows that x(x, y);c ° only if x,,;;; y and Lx<u""yX(u, y) = -X(x, y), x < y, X(x, y) = 1, x = y. 
This means that X (x, y) = ~p (x, y) which completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK. Giving concrete values to A and B one can obtain from (2) known relations 
between the Euler characteristic and the Mobius function (see [2, 12]). 
§4 
In this section we will define a class of posets which will play an important role in the 
rest of the paper. 
DEFINITION 1. A linear representation A of P is called primitive if the vector m(A) 
is the indicator of a set Q c P and Pxy(A) is an isomorphism for any x, y E Q. Q is called 
the support of A. It is clear that Q is a convex set. 
Let us fix a convex subset Q of P. The set of all primitive representations of P with 
the support Q is closed with respect to tensor multiplication and this multiplication 
generates a multiplication of equivalence classes of these representations. We denote by 
IIQ the monoid of these classes. 
THEOREM 2. IIQ =H\Q; IR*)( =H1(Q; IR) E9Hl(Q; Z2))' (Here IR* denotes the 
multiplicative group of all non-zero real numbers and "=" denotes isomorphism of 
monoids.) 
PROOF. Let a E IIQ • The class a contains a representation A such that Ax = IR, x E Q, 
and thus Pxy(A)EIR*, x<y, X,YEQ. In other words, p={PXy} is a cochain of the first 
dimension of the poset Q with coefficients in IR*. The relations PyzPXY = Pxz for any 
x < y < z, x, y, Z E Q, imply that the cochain is a cocycle. Let us denote the cohomological 
class of the cocycle by I/I-(a). One can easily verify that the mapping 1/1 is an isomorphism 
IIQ ~ Hl( Q; IR*). 
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THEOREM 3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) any primitive representation of P with a support 0 is trivial on 0; 
(b) for any convex subset 0 of P, H\O; IR) = 0; 
(c) for any convex subset 0 of P, H 1(O; Z) = 0; 
(d) for any vector m = {mX}XEP which is the indicator of a connected convex subset 0 of 
P, 
L /J-p(x,y)mXm y= L /J-o(x,y»O. 
x,yeP X,YEQ 
We first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a linear representation of P. If for any convex subset 0 of P, we 
have H 1(0; Ao) = 0, then for any 0, Exti(B; Ao) = 0, i ~2; where Ao is the restriction 
A to 0 and B is any linear representation of O. 
PROOF. Let R be the first term of the canonical injective resolution of A. It suffices 
to prove that R/ A is injective over any O. Since in the category ~P the class of injective 
objects coincides with the class of flabby sheaves, it suffices to verify that for any point 
x E 0 any cross-section of the sheaf R/ A over the set Ox = {y E Oly > x} can be extended 
to the set Ox u x. If we have a cross-section f of R/ A over Ox it means that we have 
a set of vectors a yz E A z, y > Z E Ox, and for any y < Z < u, a yu - Pzuayz = azu. Such a set 
of vectors is a one-dimensional~ocycle of Ox with coefficients in A and by the condition 
of the lemma it is a coboundarY. The last fact means that there exists a set of vectors 
by E A y, y E Ox, such that a yz = bz - pyzby, y < Z E Ox' On the other hand, this set of 
vectors is an element in (R/ A)x that gives an extension of f on Ox u x. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. 
(i) It is obvious that (c) implies (b). It follows from Theorem 2 that (a) implies (b) 
and (c) implies (a). 
(ii) Let us assume that (b) is true and consider a connected convex subset 0 of P. 
By Lemma 1, Hi(O; IR) = 0, i ~ 1 and therefore 
This implies (d). 
(iii) Let us assume that (d) is true and (c) is not. The last fact means that there exists 
a connected convex subset 0 such that H\O; Z);{:' O. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. 0 is a prelattice, i.e. for any x, YEO the set Oxy = {z E olz ~ x, y} either is 
empty or has a least element. Let us denote by C(O) the simplicial complex generated 
by the cross-section of minimal elements of 0 (see [12]). By [13], H 1(C(0); Z) = 
H 1(0; Z);{:' O. This implies that there exist closed paths on C(O) which represent cycles 
non-homologous to O. Let C1 be such a path of a minimal length. It is clear that C1 
contains no triple of vertices spanning a simplex of C(O). Let us put 01 = V U VI 
where V is the set of all minimal elements of 0 which belong to C1 and VI is the set 
of the least elements of all non-empty sets OXY' x, y E V. Let us denote by 01 the convex 
cover of 01. According to the choice of C1 we have C(OI) = C(OI) = C1. 01 is a 
pre lattice and we can use [13] again. Since C1 is a connected one-dimensional complex 
and H\C1);{:. 0 we have HO(OI; IR) = IR, H\OI; IR);{:. 0, H i (OI; IR) = 0, i> 1. This 
implies that L (_I)i dimR Hi (0; IR),,;; 0 and by Theorem 1 we obtain that 
Lx.YEO, /J- 0, (x, y),,;; 0 which contradicts (d). 
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Case 2. Q is not a prelattice. It means that there exist two elements x, y E Q such 
that QXY has at least two different minimal elements u, v. Let us denote by U the convex 
cover of the set {x, y, u, v}. The poset U is homotopy equivalent (see [9]) to the poset 
Uo ={a, b, k, I; a <k, I; b < k, I} and La,!3 EUoJ.!. uo(a, (3) = O. Therefore La,!3EUJ.!.U(a, (3) = 0 
which contradicts (d). 
DEFINITION 2. A poset which satisfies one of the equivalent conditions of Theorem 
3 is called a primitive poset. 
§5 
First of all we will consider simple properties of primitive posets. 
(a) Any primitive poset is a prelattice. This follows from the Proof of Theorem 3 (iii) 
case 2. 
(b) For any connected primitive poset P, Lx,YEP J.!.p(x, y) = 1. This follows from the 
same proof, (ii). 
(c) Any convex subset of a primitive poset is also primitive. This follows from Definition 
2. 
(d) For any primitive poset P, Hi(P; IR) = 0, i;;;.1. This follows from Lemma 1. 
DEFINITION 3. A linear representation A is called saturated if all mappings Pxy(A) 
are surjective. An important property of a primitive poset can be formulated as follows. 
THEOREM 4. Let P be a primitive poset and A be a saturated representation of P. Then 
(3) 
PROOF 
(i) We first prove that if Hi (P; X) = 0, j;;;. 2, for a non-zero saturated representation 
X of P then HO(P; X) ~ O. Indeed, let m = (mX)XEP be the dimension vector of X. 
Since X is saturated, m is monotone that is mx ;;;. my for any x < y. Thus m can be 
represented as a sum, m = L7=1 m(i), where a vector m(i) is the indicator of a 
decreasing subset Qi of P(i = 1, 2, ... k). Denoting by E and Ei(i = 1, 2, ... , k) 
the trivial representations of P and Qi correspondingly, we obtain from (2) and 
Theorem 3 that 
k 
L (-1/ dimR Hi (P; X) = cPp(E, X) = L cPo, (Ei, E;);;;. k > O. (4) 
i~O i=l 
If now Hi (P; X) = 0; j;;;. 2, then 
dimR HO(P; X) > dimR H\P; X) 
and (i) follows. 
(ii) We can now prove (3). Let us assume on the contrary that Hi(P; A) ~ 0 for 
some i > 0 and let 1 be the maximum integer with this property. If 
do d, d2 
A ~ R o ~ Rl ~ ... is an injective resolution of A and B = Ker d/, then B 
is a saturated representation of P with the properties 
i ;;;. 2, H\P;B)~O. (5) 
We prove that (5) is impossible by induction on d(B) = maxxEpdim Bx. If d(B) = 0 
this is obvious; if d(B) = 1 this follows from property (d) from the beginning of this 
section. Let us assume that d (B) = n > 1 and for any saturated representation X with 
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d(X) < n the equalities Hi(P; X) = 0, i ~ 2, imply H1(P; X) = o. By (i) we have 
HO(P; B) ¥ O. This means that there exists a non-zero cross-section of B, that is, a 
non-zero morphismf:E ~ B. Let us put C = feE), D = BI C. Then both C and Dare 
saturated representations of P, d(C) = 1, d(D) < n.1t follows from property (d) that 
Hi(P; C) = 0, i ~ 1. From the exact cohomological sequence corresponding to the 
short exact sequence 0 ~ C ~ B ~ D ~ 0 we obtain that 
i~2. (6) 
By the induction hypothesis, (6) implies that H1(P; D) = O. Applying again the same 
exact cohomological sequence we obtain that HtcP; B) = 0 which contradicts (5). 
REMARK. It follows from Theorem 4 and proposition (i) of the proof that any 
non-zero saturated representation A of a primitive poset P has a non-zero cross-section. 
As a matter of fact one can easily prove that for any x E P and v E Ax there exists a 
cross-section of A containing v. 
COROLLARY 1. If P is a primitive poset and A is a saturated representation of P, then 
for any convex subset Q of P 
This follows from the property (c) of primitive posets and the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2. If P is a primitive poset and A is a saturated representation of P, then 
for any linear representation B of P 
Exe(B, A) = 0, (7) 
This follows from Corollary 1 and Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY 3. If P is a primitive poset, then for any two linear representations A 
andB 
Exe(A, B) = 0, (8) 
PROOF. Let us consider the canonical resolution of B 
do ° d , 1 B-R -R ~ ... 
and put Bl = RO 11m do. It is clear that 
Exti(A, B) = Exti-1(A, B 1), i~2. (9) 
Since RO is a saturated representation, Bl is also a saturated representation and one can 
use Corollary 2. (7) and (9) imply (8). 
The next corollary has a combinatorial form: it gives a method to calculate the Mobius 
function IL for primitive posets. We denote the open interval between two points x and 
y of a poset by (x, y), i.e. (x, y) = {z Ix < z < y}. We denote by 7ToQ the number of 
connected components of a poset Q. 
COROLLARY 4. If P is a primitive poset then 
IL (x, y) = 7To(x, y) -1, X<YEP. (10) 
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PROOF. By Theorem 1 and Corollary 3, (10) is equivalent to 
dim ExtO (Ex, Ey)-dim Ext\Ex, Ey) +dim Ext2(Ex, Ey) = 7To(x, y) -1. (11) 
Since x :I: y, ExtO(Ex, Ey) = Hom(Ex, Ey) = O. Let us consider two cases. 
Case 1. Y covers x, i.e. {z E pix < z < y} = 0. This means that 7To(x, y) = 0 and this 
implies (10) because we have EXe(Ex, Ey) = IR, EXe(Ex , Ey) = 0. 
Case 2. y does not cover x. Let us consider the canonical resolution of Ey 
E c.R°-+R 1 -+R 2 -+ ... y 
and corresponding complex 
° do 1 d, 2 d 2 Hom(Ex, R ) ~ Hom(Ex, R ) ~ Hom(Ex, R ) ~ .... 
A direct calculation shows (d. the proof of Theorem 1) 
dimR EXt1(Ex , Ey) = 0, 
dimR EXe(Ex, Ey) = 7To(x, y)-1 
and (10) follows. 
§6 
In this section we fix a non-negative integral vector m = {mX}XEP and consider the set 
M(m) of all linear representations of P having the dimension vector m. To describe 
M(m), let us denote by K(s x t) the linear space of all real matrices of the size s x t and 
put K(m)=ffix ... yK(mxxmy), where the symbol x-+y means that y covers X,X,YEP. 
For any pair x < z such that the interval (x, z) is not connected, we introduce an 
enumeration of the components of (x, z) and in any of them pick up a maximal chain 
Yli < Y2i < ... < YI,.i> i = 0, 1, 2, ... , ... , 7To{x, z) -1. 
Now, the set M (m) can be defined as the subset in K (m) of all solutions of the polynomial 
equations 
U{Yt."o, z)· U{Y1o-l.O, Y1o,o)' .. U{ylO, Y20)' U{x, YlO)-
U{YI"i> z) . U{YI,-li, YI"i) ... U{Yli' Y2J • U{x, Yli) = 0, 
where i = 1, 2, ... , 7To{X, z) -1, x ~ z is any pair for which (x, z) is disconnected, and 
U{s, t) E K (s x t). This implies that M{m) is a real algebraic variety (generally speaking, 
reducible). By a regular point of M{m) we will mean a point that belongs to only one 
irreducible component of M{m) and is a non-singular point of this component. The set 
M,{m) of aU regular points of M{m) is open in M{m). 
THEOREM 5. The set M,(m) is not empty. 
PROOF. We prove the theorem by induction on the cardinality Ipi of P. If Ipi = 1 the 
statement is obvious. Assuming that it is true for all posets of cardinality n -1 (n ~ 2), 
let us consider the case when Ipi = n. Let u be a maximal point of P, Q = P\u, m' = {mX}XEQ. 
Restriction to Q of any representation from M{m) gives a projection p : M(m) -+ M{m'). 
For any A E M{m'), the set p -l(A) is the linear subspace FA of the linear space 
ffix<uK{mx x mu) defined by the linear system 
U(x, u) - U(y, u)Pxy(A) = 0, x<y <u, 
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where U(s, t) E K(ms x mt) as above. Using the inductive hypothesis, we consider the 
case when A is a regular point of M(m') and dim FA is constant in a neighborhood of 
A. This implies that there is an open set W in M(m) which is homeomorphic to ~D, 
D = dimA M'(m) + dim FA. 
Now for any real algebraical variety V, we denote by C V its complexification. Since 
A is a regular point, we have 
dimc.A CM'(m) = dimA M'(m) 
and since FA is a linear space 
(12) 
(13) 
Applying the projection Cp: CM(m),-+ CM(m'), we obtain from (12) and (13) the equality 
dim W = dimc.B CM(m) 
where B is any point of W. This equality implies that W contains an open dense set of 
regular points. 
COROLLARY 5. If P is a primitive set then 
dim M(m);;;. - L f,Lp(x, y)mXmy. (14) 
x<y 
PROOF. Let B be a regular point of M(m). Then 
dim M(m);;;. dimB M(m) = dimc.B CM(m) 
;;;. L mxmy - L (7To(x, z) -1)mx m z' 
x-+y x<z 
x~z 
Applying Corollary 4, we obtain (14). 
§7 
In this section we study the form l/Jp for posets of infinite type using description of 
them given by M. Loupias in [15]. First of all, let us recall this description. 
DEFINITION 4. Let U be a poset and V be a convex connected subset of U. The 
order of U induces an antisymmetric relation on the quotient set W = Uj V. We provide 
W with the order which is the transitive completion of this relation. A poset X is called 
a contracted poset of U if there exist a finite sequence of posets Uo = U, Ut. U2 , ••• , Un = 
X and convex connected subsets V j c U j, i = 0,1, ... , n -1, such that U j = Uj-I! Vj-t. i = 
1,2, ... , n. 
This definition is obviously equivalent to the [15, definition 1.10]. 
Let us consider now the following Hasse diagrams of posets (when the orientation of 
the arrows is not indicated it is arbitrary). 
(15) 1-2-3-4-5 (16) 1-2-3--4-5--6--7 
I I 
6 8 
I 
7 
(17) 1-·-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 (18) 
I 
9 
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5 
I 
(19) /2'-.... I 4-6-7-8-9 
""'3/ (20) 
(21) 1/2 ""--3 _ 4 
""'5/'" 
I 
6 
I 
7 
1 
8 
I 
9 
(22) (23) 
/3, 
1-2 5-6-7-8-9 
'4/ 
(24) (25) 
(26) 
THEOREM A (M. LOUPIAS). Let P be a finite poset of infinite representation type. Then 
P has a subset which has a contracted set either from the collection (15)-(26) or opposite 
to one of them. 
DEFINITION 5. A poset P is called vulnerable if there exists a positive vector m = 
{mX}XEP such that C/>p(m, m):o;;; O. 
LEMMA 2. Every poset from the collection (15)-(26) is vulnerable. 
PROOF. One can easily check that the form C/> has the value 0 on the following vectors: 
(15)-(1,2,3,2, 1,2,1), 
(18)-(2, 1, 1, 1, 1), 
(16)-(1,2,3,4,3,2,1,2), (17)-
(19)-(1, 1, 1, 1), 
(21)-(3, 1,4,2,5,4,3,2, 1), (22)-(1,2,3,2,2,3,2, 1), 
(2,4,6,5,4,3, 2, 1, 3), 
(20)-
(3,4,2, 5, 2, 4, 3, 2, 1), 
(23)-
(2,4,3, 3, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1), 
(24)-(2,3, 1,3,5,4,3,2, 1), (25)-(2,4,3,3,2,4,3,2, 1), (26)-
(2,4,3,2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 1). 
LEMMA 3. The poset opposite to a vulnerable poset is also vulnerable. This is obvious. 
LEMMA 4. Let P be a finite poset, u E P, Q = P\u. Then for any x, y E Q 
fJ-p(x, y) - fJ-Q(x, y) = fJ-p(x, u )fJ-p(u, y). (27) 
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PROOF. Let us denote by [x, y] the interval between x and y in P. If ue [x, y] then 
both sides of (14) equal O. Let now u E [x, y]. We use induction on the cardinality n of 
[u, y]. If n = 2, i.e. y covers u, then /Lp(u, y) = -1 and /Lp(x, z) = /Lo(x, z) for any z E 
Q n [x, y], z #- y. Therefore 
that implies (27). 
/Lp(X, y) = - L /Lp(x, z) -/Lp(x, u) 
x~z=s;:y 
z"u 
= - L /Lo(x, z) -/Lp(x, u) 
x~z=s;;y 
ZEO 
Let us assume now that (27) is true for any couple (x, y) with card[u, y] < nand 
consider a couple (x, y) with card[u, y] = n, n > 2. We have 
/Lp(x, y) = - L /Lp(x, z) = - L /Lo (x, z) - /Lp(x, u) -/Lp(x, u) L /Lp(u, z) 
x~z<y X:!!6;Z<y 
z"u 
=/Lo(X,y)-/Lp(X,u) L /Lp(u,z) 
u:!5;z<y 
u<z<y 
LEMMA 5. If a subset Q of a poset P is vulnerable then P is also vulnerable. 
PROOF. From the beginning we can assume that P is primitive. Using induction on 
card (P\Q), it suffices to consider the case when card (P\Q) = 1. Let us put {u} = P\Q 
and denote by m = {mX}XEO a vector such that cPo(m, m),,;;; O. Further, let us put P l = 
{x E pix < u}, P2 = {x E pix> u}, Ml = LXEPl /Lp(x, u )mx, M2 = L XEP2 /Lp(u, x )mx, and for 
any real a let Iil(a) be the vector {mX(a)}XEP such that 
x EO. 
By Lemma 4, we have 
L1 = cPo(m, m)- cPp(lil(a), Iil(a)) = _a 2 _ (Ml + M 2)a - M lM 2 , (28) 
which means that if a = -Ml or a = -M2 then L1 = 0 and cPp(lil(a), Iil(a)) = (/>o(m, m),,;;; O. 
Consequently, it suffices to prove that either Ml or M2 is non-positive. For this purpose 
we will consider two cases. 
Case 1. Q is a primitive poset. Let us denote by Cl (C2) the subset in P l (P2 ) of all 
elements which are covered by (cover) u, by C the convex hull of C1 U C2 in P, and let 
us put C = C\u, Ki = card C;, i = 1, 2. Now C(C) is a convex set in P(Q), C is connected 
and P(Q) is primitive. Then by properties (b) and (c) in Section 5 we have 
L /Lp(x,y)=1, 
x, fEe X,f EC 
Applying (28) to C, C and to the vector which is the indicator of C, we obtain 
1,,;;; L /Lo(x, y) = 1-1 +Kl + K2 -KlK 2, 
X,fEC 
(29) 
This inequality implies that either Kl or K2,,;;; 1. If, for instance, K 1 ,,;;; 1 then either 
C1 = 0 or Cl = {c} that gives correspondingly Ml = 0, Ml = /L (c, u )me = -me. 
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Case 2. 0 is not a primitive poset. Then we can assume that m is the indicator of a 
convex connected subset R of O. If R n P2 = 0 then M2 = ° and the theorem is proved. 
If R n P2 ;6 0 then S = (R n PI) U {u} is a convex connected set in P and as above 
L #Lp(X, y) = 1. (30) 
X. YES 
Since S = R n PI is also a convex set in P then 
L #Lp(X, y) ;;;-1. (31) 
X. YES 
Substituting (30) and (31) in the equality 
M l = L #Lp(X,U)= L JL(x,y)- L #L(X,Y)-#L(U,U) 
xeS x.yeS x,yeS 
we obtain 
which completes the proof. 
LEMMA 6. Let P be a primitive poset and R be a convex connected subset of P. Then 
the poset 0 = PI R is also primitive. 
PROOF. Let Ql be a convex set in 0 and a be a 1-cocyde on Ql with coefficients 
in IR. Since the natural projection p : P -+ Q is an order preserving mapping, PI = P -\ 01) 
is convex in P and the formula 
{
a, p(x)=p(y), 
(p*a)(x, y) = 
a(p(x),p(y)), otherwise, 
(32) 
defines a 1-cocyde p*a on Pl. Since P is primitive, there exists a O-cochain f3 on PI 
such that p*a = af3, i.e. 
(p*a){x, y) = f3(y) - f3(x) (33) 
If p(x)=p(y) then by (32), (33) and connectivity of R, f3(x)=f3(y) and therefore f3 
induces a O-cochain y on Ql by the formula 
y(i) = f3(x), where p(x) = i, x E Ql. 
It suffices to prove that ay = a, i.e. 
a (i, y) = y(y) - y(i), (34) 
Let us put p(R) = u. The only non-trivial case is when i < u < y. By Definition 4, 
there exist UI, U2 E R such that x < Ul and U2 < Y where {x} = p -\i), {y} = p -\y). We 
have a(i, u) = (p*a)(x, Ul) = f3(Ul) - f3(x) = y(u) - y(i), a(u, y) = y(y) - y(u), which 
implies (34). 
COROLLARY 6. A contracted set of a primitive poset is also primitive. 
LEMMA 7. If a contracted set 0 of a poset P is vulnerable then P is also vulnerable. 
PROOF. Again we can assume from the beginning that P and consequently 0 are 
primitive. We can also assume that 0 = PI R where R is a convex connected subset of 
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P. Let us denote by p the natural projection P-+ Q and by m={mxheo a vector such 
that lPo(m, m):s;;; O. The vector m induces a vector iii = {m"jz eP by the formula 
It suffices to prove that 
lPp(liI, iii) = lPo(m, m). 
We will prove even more: 
I-'o(x, y) = L I-'p(x, y), (35) 
p(x)=X.p(y)=Y 
Let us denote by d(x, y) the length (i.e. the number of links) of the longest increasing 
path from x to y in Q and apply induction on d(x, y). If d(x, y) = 0, i.e. x = y, 
then the only non-trivial case is when x = p(R). In this case, (35) follows from properties 
(a) and (b) of Section 5. Assuming that (35) is true for all couples x ~ y E Q with 
d(x, y) < n, n > 0, we consider a couple x, y E Q with d(x, y) = n. Since C = [x, Y1 
is a connected convex set in Q and C = p -1 (C) is a set with the same properties in P, 
applying properties (a) and (b) of Section 5 again, we obtain 
~ I-'o(a, b) = L I-'p(a, b) = l. 
lI,beC a,bee 
(36) 
On the other hand, 
L I-'o(a, b) = 1-'0 (x, y) + L I-'o(a, b), (37) 
~hc ~hc 
lI"xorb .. y 
L I-'p(a, b) = L I-'p(a, b) + L I-'p(a, b). (38) 
a,bee p(a)=x a,bee 
p(b)=y p(a)"x or p(b)"y 
By the induction hypothesis, the last sums of (37) and (38) are equal to each other which, 
together with (36), implies (35). 
We can now prove the main theorem of the paper. 
THEOREM 6. Let P be a finite poset. The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) P is a poset of finite type, 
(ii) lPp(m, m) > 0 for any positive vector m = (mx)xeP. 
PROOF. First, let us prove that (i) implies (ii). Let, to the contrary, (ii) be false. By 
[5, Appendix Assertion 4], this implies that there exists a positive integer vector m = 
(mx)xeP such that lPp(m, m):s;;; O. SincePis a poset of finite type and consequently primitive, 
the inequality (14) is valid for M(m). Let us denote by G(m) the isomorphism group 
which acts on M(m). It is algebraic group, dim G(m) = LxeP m;, and a one-parameter 
subgroup of G(m) acts on M(m) trivially (ct. [6]). If Or is an orbit under G(m) then 
dim Or ~ dim G - 1 = L m;-1 
xeP 
and 
dim M(m)-dim Or~ - L I-'p(x, y)mXmy + 1 >0. 
x,yeP 
This implies that there is an infinite set of mutually non-isomorphic representations in 
M(m) which contradicts (i). 
Implication (ii) ~ (i) follows from Theorem A and Lemmas 2, 3, 5 and 7. 
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